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Enrollment, Marketing and Admissions Subcommittee

- All marketing materials (online & print) cover the program in detail (admission, cost, coursework progression requirements to UNH and sample schedules). These materials (content and branding) will be agreed upon and approved through Enrollment Management and Provost offices. A designated UNH liaison will be assigned to manage the approval process and attain approval from appropriate UNH departments and provide final approval to Navitas.

- The UNH Vice President for Enrollment Management will establish a joint UNH & Navitas marketing/recruitment meeting each semester to provide recommended, mutually agreed upon, enrollment goals to the JSBM for approval.
Admissions

Navitas staff in country, review all documentation and check authenticity with the student’s educational and financial institutions. UNH will conduct an internal audit of admissions records for GSSP students at the end of each add/drop period utilizing internal or external resources as UNH sees fit.

As of summer 2017, UNH Admissions is seeking training opportunities to expand the knowledge base of its in-house admissions counselors. Counselors assigned to read direct international applications will also review Navitas IUTP applications from the same countries.
ESL

• Semester meetings to be held with GSSP and ESL faculty to facilitate regular communication on changes to academic programming, academic outcomes, student challenges, strategic initiatives, campus integration and sharing of teaching and learning best practices. There will be the creation of an ESL committee, meeting once per semester with three representatives from the GSSP and three representatives from ESL/UNH to discuss all matters listed above. Committee outcomes will be reviewed by the JSMB.
Current conditions in Nesmith need to be addressed. A target date of Fall 2018 is set for an appropriate change/upgrade in office and classroom space.

The new Academic Transition and Integration Advisor (Gillissen Green) has been working closely with GSSP and the Colleges/Academic Resources to provide a more comprehensive transition program/orientation.
Other Concerns

• JSMB to identify a champion to develop an internal communications plan that will gather and disseminate data on student success to university faculty and staff.

• Navitas has hired a full-time faculty trainer and curriculum expert that can provide training and support for faculty.
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